MAKE   THEE   MIGHTIER   YET
J933 has been filled with more and more alarums and excursions,
more and more Wars, more and more crises, more and more
territorial swoops, more and more sudden surprises — which
should not and would not surprise you if you were informed.
This process will not slow down or stop. It will continue, at, an
accelerated pace, in 1939 and 1940 and 1941, unless your big war
comes in those years, the war of which no man can foretell the
outcome. Whether that war will come or not I cannot tell you,
because it depends on you, because I no longer understand my
countrypeople enough to know which of their only two alterna-
tives — war or capitulation — they will choose, or at what point
they will choose it.
These are your only two alternatives — war or capitulation.
Capitulation means for you just what it meant for Czechoslovakia
— the surrender of territory, the surrender of your domestic liber-
ties, an alien race in occupation of strategic points on your soil.
There is a case to be made out for the surrender of your over-
seas territory and the surrender of your domestic liberties, for the
reasons I indicated in broad outline in Insanity Fair and will
explain in more detail here: that yourdo not use your overseas
territory, and that in England a small and selfish group has now
learned so to manipulate your domestic liberties that the result is
not to safeguard your liberty, but to perpetuate a form of slavery —
slums, derelict* "areas, ill-health, bad-housing, under-nutrition.
But these things could be altered, if you had an awakening of the
public mind in England and enough men of enough energy to
lead the movement, under a democratic system. If there is no
energy in you, somebody else will do it for you.
ihl Europe you will see the frontiers of the German Reich expand
and expand. If you believe that stuff about 'Germany has no
further territorial ambitions in Europe' you are beyond hope.
For some reason, a number of your governing politicians pre-
tend that they believe it. You will see, very soon, Hungary pass
completely into German vassalage. This means that the living
and working conditions of the workers will be improved and
some land found for the peasants, that the hold on the land of the

